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Abstract

This study reveals the potential roles of the sea surface temperature (SST) warming associated with the Pacific Meridional Mode (PMM) and the Indian Ocean (IO) warming on tropical cyclone genesis (TCG) in the North Pacific (NP) by focusing on the super El Niño event that occurred in 2015. We used the global non-hydrostatic model to conduct perpetual experiments by integrating for 30 months to obtain a climatological condition of July 2015 and examine sensitivities to SST in the warming region of PMM and IO on TCG over NP. We showed that if SST associated with PMM is warmer, the monsoon trough in the western North Pacific (WNP) and vertical wind shear over the eastern North Pacific (ENP) become weaker, causing reduced TCG in WNP and increased TCG in ENP. We also showed that if SST over IO is warmer, the monsoon trough in WNP becomes weaker, although the vertical wind shear over ENP does not appreciably change. We found that with SST warming associated with PMM or over IO, the anticyclonic anomalies over WNP intensify. We confirmed that if SST is warmer for PMM in the absence of the El Niño forcing, the cyclonic anomalies over WNP...
intensify as in previous studies. The present results imply a non-linear response for the forcing of the warm SST associated with PMM and El Niño.
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1. **Introduction**
The year 2015 was reported to have experienced the largest El Niño event, while the second-largest event occurred in 1997, based on the records from 1950 to 2017 (L'Heureux et al. 2017; Timmermann et al. 2018). During the latter El Niño event, tropical cyclone (hereafter TC) activity over the North Pacific (hereafter NP) was particularly enhanced. Bluden et al. (2016) showed that in 2015, accumulated cyclone energy was $479 \times 10^4$ kt$^2$ over the Western North Pacific (hereafter WNP) and $288 \times 10^4$ kt$^2$ over the Eastern North Pacific (hereafter ENP), both higher than their respective climatological median values (305 for WPN and 119 for EPN). The number of intense TCs was 16 over WNP and 11 over ENP, which were also higher than the climatological median values of 9 and 4, respectively. In addition, the number of named TCs was 26 over the ENP (higher than the climatological median of 17), while the number of TCs over WNP was approximately the same as the climatological median.

In general, El Niño modulates TC activity over WNP. During the super El Niño years, the frequency of intense TCs increases and the lifetime of TCs becomes longer, and the average position of TC genesis (hereafter TCG) shifts more
southeastward (Chan 2000; Wang and Chan 2002; Chan and Liu 2004; Camargo and Sobel 2005; Chen et al. 2006). When super El Niño occurs, the monsoon trough, characterized by westerly wind over WNP near the equator, extends eastward, leading to an active TC genesis over WNP (Lander 1994; Wu et al. 2012). In addition, over ENP, the intensity, frequency, and lifetime of the TCs generally increase, and the average position of TCGs shifts westwards (Irwin and Davis 1999; Chu 2004; Camargo et al. 2008; Kim et al. 2011; Jin et al. 2014; Fu et al. 2017).

In 2015, in addition to the super El Niño event, the sea surface temperature (SST) was also warmer over the Indian Ocean (hereafter IO) and the region of the Pacific Meridional Mode (hereafter PMM; Chiang and Vimont 2004) as shown by Fig. 1a. When IO is warmer, it is well known that over WNP, the anticyclones become stronger (Xie et al. 2009), and TCG is suppressed (Zhan et al. 2011; Ha et al. 2015).

During the positive phase of PMM (hereafter PPMM), TCG over both WNP and ENP is enhanced owing to the cyclonic anomaly over WNP and weaker

Previous studies have examined the dependence of TCG over NP on super El Niño events, IO warming, and PMM. However, the relative roles of the forcings in the three regions (the warm SST regions associated with El Niño and PMM, IO) are not yet clearly understood thus far. Therefore, we focus on the 2015 El Niño event and investigate the influence of the IO warming and PPMM on TCG over NP.

To examine the relative roles of SST anomalies (hereafter SSTAs), we conducted perpetual sensitivity experiments (Cess and Potter 1988; Iga et al. 2007) by changing the SST patterns associated with PMM and the IO warming using the Non-hydrostatic Icosahedral Atmospheric Model (hereafter NICAM; Tomita and Satoh 2004; Satoh et al. 2008, 2014).

This paper is organized as follows: First, in Section 2, the model used in this study is described, together with the experimental settings, method of TC detection, and SST settings. The result of the control experiment taking the
climatological conditions of July 2015 is presented in Section 3. Results of the
sensitivity experiments are presented in Section 4, discussed in Section 5, and
summarized in Section 6.

2. Experimental settings and the TC detection method

2.1 Model setting

We use NICAM with a horizontal resolution of 56 km for conducting perpetual
experiments to determine the sensitivity of TC activity to SST patterns. Grid
resolution of 56 km is chosen to reduce computational requirements. NICAM is
generally used at a 14 km or finer horizontal resolution. This model also
reproduces the multi-scale structure of convection systems with realistic
atmospheric circulation (Kodama et al. 2015; Satoh et al. 2017). NICAM with a
horizontal resolution of 14 km or less has been used to study the Madden–Julian
oscillation and TCs (e.g., Miura et al. 2007; Miyakawa et al. 2014; Nakano et al.
2015; Satoh et al. 2015; Yamada et al. 2017, 2019, 2021). It has also been shown
that NICAM at coarser resolutions (e.g., 56–220 km) can realistically reproduce
the behaviors of convection systems (e.g., their intra-seasonal variability in the tropics) without cumulus parameterization (Yoshizaki et al. 2012; Takasuka et al. 2015, 2018; Kodama et al. 2021; Chikira et al. 2022). Based on these studies, numerical experiments in this study were conducted using the 56 km horizontal resolution grid without cumulus parameterization. For the cloud microphysics scheme, we use the NICAM single-moment water six-cloud microphysics scheme (NSW6; Tomita 2008); for the planetary boundary layer (PBL) scheme, we use the Mellor Yamada Nakanishi Niino Planetary boundary layer (MYNN scheme; Nakanishi and Niino 2004); for the radiative transfer process mstrnX is used (Sekiguchi and Nakajima 2008); and the minimal advanced treatments of surface interaction and runoff (MATSIRO; Takata et al. 2003) is used for the land surface model.

2.2 Perpetual experiment

A perpetual experiment is an experiment that is conducted without seasonal change. The SST distribution of the control experiment (CTL) and the solar
radiation were fixed for the climatological conditions of July; the conditions were defined by the monthly mean of the control SST and solar radiation. Diurnal variations exist for solar radiation. To obtain the initial field of the atmospheric conditions, we used the Japanese 55-year Reanalysis (hereafter JRA-55; Kobayashi et al. 2015). Simulations were integrated from 00:00 UTC on July 1, 2015. In addition, we used the initial value of land pre-adjusted with low-resolution NICAM (Kodama et al. 2015). For SST, the NOAA Optimum Interpolation SST V2 dataset was used. Figure 1 shows the SST patterns [30°E–85°W, 60°S–60°N] used in the experiments (CTL; Fig. 1a) and sensitivity experiments (Figs. 1b-g); the contours represent the values of SST, and the colors show the deviation from the climatological values defined as the July average for the period 1982-2011.

We defined three oceanic regions; the warm SST region related to El Niño [160°E–80°W, 10°S–10°N] (hereafter referred to as the El Niño region), the warm SST region related to PMM [10–45°N, 110–180°W] (hereafter referred to as the PMM region) and the IO region [5–30°S, 30–140°E] and [5°S–30°N, 30–100°E]. We define the PMM region just north of the El Niño region as a warm SST region.
associated with PMM. This definition is different from that used by Chiang and Vimont (2004). In the previous studies on TCG, the effects of SST warming over specific regions are considered (Murakami et al. 2017). We follow their approach and consider the effect of SST warming over the PMM and El Niño regions and the IO warming.

We conducted six sensitivity experiments to examine the SST perturbations in these regions. The first experiment is the "Allclm" experiment (Fig. 1b), wherein climatological SST is used in all regions. The second (Fig. 1c) and the third (Fig. 1d) experiments are sensitivities to CTL (Fig. 1a); Fig. 1c replaced the SSTA over the PMM region in 2015 by climatological SST (referred to as "PMMclm" experiment), and Fig. 1d replaces SSTA over the IO in 2015 by climatological SST (referred to as "IOclm" experiment). The remaining three experiments are for sensitivities to the "Allclm" experiment (Fig. 1b). Fig. 1e is the "PMM/El Niño2015" experiment, in which we added SSTAs over the PMM and El Niño regions; Fig. 1f is the "El Niño2015" experiment where SSTA of July 2015 is added to the El Niño region; Fig. 1g is the "PMM2015" experiment where SSTA
of July 2015 is added to the PMM region. Table 1 provides a clear overview of the changes in the SST for the study regions in these sensitivity experiments.

The simulation was conducted for 46 months; the results of months 16–46 were used for analysis, while the first 15 months were discarded as the spin-up period. For the perpetual experiments representing 30 months, we regarded the results of TCG for each month as one sample and statistically analyzed the TCG results of all 30 samples.

Because the experiment is under the perpetual condition, the land surface temperature is generally warmer than that recorded in the observations. Figure 2 shows the time series of land surface temperature over the selected two domains; eastern Eurasia [60–120°E, 50–60°N] (black curve) and the Indo-Chinese Peninsula [98–106°E, 14–24°N] (blue curve). Eastern Eurasia shows a relatively larger change in surface temperature. Figure 2 shows a continuous increase in temperature from the initial month to approximately the 15th month, after which it fluctuates about the quasi-equilibrium state. The land surface temperature bias is larger at higher latitudes and moderates in the tropical and sub-tropical regions.
However, the surface temperature near the Indo-Chinese Peninsula shows quasi-equilibrium from the initial month.

In this paper, we show the distribution of TCG in each experiment by analyzing the 30-month data; similarly, the zonal fields of the atmosphere are also averaged for 30 months.

2.3 Detection method

The TC detection method is based on those suggested by Oouchi et al. (2006), Nakano et al. (2015), and Yamada et al. (2017); a TC is identified, provided the following criteria are satisfied for the duration of at least 36 h: (i) the 10 m wind speed is greater than 17.5 m s\(^{-1}\), (ii) the sum of a temperature anomaly at 700 hPa, 500 hPa, and 300 hPa is greater than 2 K in a warm core, and (iii) the relative vorticity at 850 hPa is greater than \(3.5 \times 10^{-5}\) s\(^{-1}\). According to Walsh et al. (2007), a wind speed of 17.5 m s\(^{-1}\) is a suitable threshold for TC detection for the present 56-km grid model results.
2.4 Observed data and reanalysis data

To compare the result of CTL with the observed data, we used the International Best Track Archive for Climate Stewardship (IBTrACS; Knapp et al. 2010) for TC activity and JRA-55 monthly data for atmosphere. As the perpetual experiment represents a statistical equilibrium over the summer season, we used the data averaged for July, August, and September (hereafter JAS).

2.5 Vertical shear

The vertical shear is calculated using the following equation:

\[
\text{Vertical Wind Shear} = \sqrt{(u_{200hPa} - u_{850hPa})^2 + (v_{200hPa} - v_{850hPa})^2}
\]

(1)

where \(u_{200hPa}\) and \(u_{850hPa}\) are the zonal winds at 200hPa and 850hPa (m s\(^{-1}\)), respectively, and \(v_{200hPa}\) and \(v_{850hPa}\) are the meridional winds at 200hPa and 850hPa (m s\(^{-1}\)), respectively.

3. Results
3.1 Comparison of the atmospheric circulation

The results of our experiments well reproduce the characteristics of the atmospheric field in July 2015. Figure 3 shows the patterns of sea level pressure (hereafter SLP) and 850hPa zonal winds of CTL by Figs. 3a and 3c, respectively, and those of JRA-55 are shown by Figs. 3b and 3d.

Figures 3a and 3b show that the strength of the Pacific high of CTL is stronger than that of JRA-55, possibly due to the setting of the perpetual July experiment. Figure 2 shows that the surface temperature over the Eurasian Continent of CTL is significantly warmer than the initial condition. Moreover, the contrast in surface temperature between the Eurasian Continent and the Pacific Ocean is larger in simulations than in observations. This contrast can be reduced if the simulated land surface temperature is closer to the observed field.

However, the differences in the climate values of both data sets show a positive anomaly over the region from IO to the western part of WNP and a negative anomaly from ENP to the region around Japan. These results indicate that CTL shows the bias of high-pressure anomaly. Still, the difference between
CTL and the Allclm experiment (Fig. 3c) is similar to JRA-55 between the climatology and July 2015 (Fig. 3d).

Figures 3c and 3d show that in CTL, the easterlies along 20°N in NP are generally stronger than for JRA-55, while the westerlies over WNP are weaker. However, the region of the westerlies near the equatorial western Pacific, i.e., the monsoon trough, is reproduced in a similar region, from the maritime continent to the dateline. The activity of the monsoon trough is closely related to that of the tropical cyclones in WNP, as previously reported (Lander 1994; Wu et al. 2012; Yamada et al. 2019).

CTL can reproduce the atmospheric circulation only to a certain extent, compared to the 2015 observations or the difference from the climatology. Despite these drawbacks, TC activity in the Pacific shows similarities between the experimental and observed values. Thus, we regard that this experiment is usable as CTL.

3.2 TC activity and environmental fields
Figure 4 shows the geographic distribution of TCG in CTL. The number of TCs is larger in the experiment than in the observations because the experimental duration is 30 times longer than the observational duration (July 2015; one month). The positions of TCG in the experiment are similar to those in the observation, although the quantitative comparison is not applicable.

Figure 5 shows the boxplot of the number of TCs in each region for CTL. The red circles in Fig. 5 are the observed number of TCG points in July 2015. The observed genesis numbers over NP, WNP and ENP are 8, 3, and 5, respectively, and these are within the simulated probability range presented by the boxes. Specifically, over NP and WNP, the observed genesis numbers are within the 25th to 75th percentile of all samples. The observed genesis number for ENP is within the top 25 percentiles of all the samples.

It should be noted that the observed value need not be close to the median of the sample of the simulation values, even if the model’s bias is small. Yamada et al. (2019) conducted 50-member ensemble simulations for the summer seasons of multiple years, including 2015, and showed that the TC number of the
ensemble mean of 2015 deviated from the observed value. It is also possible that
the relatively coarse horizontal resolution in this simulation might have led to less
frequent TCG over ENP. The horizontal scale of TCs over the ENP is generally
smaller than that over other basins (Knaff et al. 2007; Chavas and Emanuel 2010),
so a higher resolution is required to reproduce TCG over ENP realistically. The
simulation of TCG over ENP is difficult, as indicated by most models participated
in Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5 and 6 (CMIP5 and CMIP6,
respectively) (Camargo 2013; Roberts et al. 2020).

We also examined the environmental fields of TCG. Among the components
related to TCG, we focus on the vertical wind shear and the zonal wind at 850hPa.
The strength of the zonal wind at 850hPa in the equatorial region of the western
Pacific indicates the activity of the monsoon trough. It is related to vorticity, which
comprises the Genesis Potential Index (Emanuel and Nolan 2004). It is known
that the activity of the monsoon trough is related to TCG in WNP (Wu et al. 2012).
Figure 6 shows the relationship between the temporal variability of the
monsoon trough and TCG over the WNP by the time–longitude Hovmöller
diagrams. It presents the diagram of zonal winds averaged in the latitudinal belt between 0°N and 5°N (located to the south of the active TCG region over WNP). Figure 6 shows that the westerly winds in the experiment frequently extend eastwards and occasionally progress further east beyond the dateline; this occurs when relatively stronger TCs are generated (Chen et al. 2006; Yamada et al. 2019).

Figure 6 also shows that when westerly winds extend eastwards, TCG often occurs over WNP. This result indicates that TCG and the fluctuation of the westerly winds correspond well; for example, TCG often occurs within the monsoon shear line. Previous studies have reported similar results (Ritchie and Holland 1997; Yoshida and Ishikawa 2013). The fluctuation in the westerlies also explains variations in the number of TCG over WNP (Fig. 5). If the westerlies are stronger, TCG is more frequent, whereas if the westerlies are weaker, TCG becomes occasional.

Figure 7 shows the vertical wind shear of CTL and JRA-55 by using the formula (1). The belt of weak vertical wind shear at 10°N over ENP is found in
both the experiment and JRA-55, thus confirming that the model experiment reproduces the actual field.

TCG over ENP is mostly located in the region of weak vertical wind shear (Fig. 4 and 7). TCG over WNP is also located in this region. These results confirm the well-known view that this belt of weak vertical wind shear creates TCG over the entire NP and indicates that the vertical wind shear has an important role in TCG over NP, as shown by Murakami et al. (2017).

Herein, we showed that CTL well reproduces the TCG of 2015. We found here the specific factors of the environmental field in 2015; that is, the westerly winds and vertical wind shear are important for TCG over WNP of 2015, while vertical wind shear is important for TCG over ENP of 2015. However, we did not understand what causes these environmental fields. The following section focuses on SST over the PMM region and the IO region and analyzes the relationship between SST and the environmental fields.

4. Effects of PPMM and the IO warming on TCG under the super El Niño condition
This section examines how the simultaneous effects of the IO warming and PPMM on TCG under the influence of the super El Niño that occurred in 2015. Table 1 shows the sensitivity experiments in which only the SST of the PMM region or the IO region was changed (i.e., PMMclm experiment and IOclm experiment). The sensitivity of each SST region is examined as compared to CTL.

Figure 8 shows the distribution of the TCG sites as the number of TCG points counted in boxes of $5^\circ \times 5^\circ$. Figure 8a shows the distribution in CTL and Figs. 8b and 8c show the difference in distribution between PMMclm and CTL (Pmmclm – CTL) and between IOclm and CTL (IOclm – CTL), respectively.

When comparing the PMMclm and CTL (PMMclm – CTL; Fig. 8b), the number of TCG over the WNP increases while the number of TCG over the ENP decreases. This result indicates that the warmer SST over the PMM region reduces the number of TCG over WNP and increases it over ENP. Our results on the relationship between TCG over ENP and SST over the PMM region are consistent with Murakami et al. (2017). However, the relationship between TCG over WNP and SST over the PMM region is the opposite of that found by Zhang
et al. (2016), which shows that the positive PMM phase favors TCG over WNP. 

This inconsistency will be clarified below. 

Figure 9a shows the SLP of the PMMclm experiment and the differences in the SLP between the sensitivity experiments and CTL (Fig. 3a). Diagonal line areas show where the t-test is 5% significant. The SLP in the western part of WNP is lower in the PMMclm experiment than in CTL, while the SLP from the eastern part of WNP to ENP becomes higher than the SLP in CTL. This east-west contrast of the SLP anomaly is consistent with the difference in TCG shown in Fig. 8b. It implies that if SST over the PMM region is warmer, the environmental fields for TCG over the western part of WNP are more unfavorable. In contrast, the environmental fields from the eastern part of WNP to ENP are more favorable. 

For the IOclm experiment (Fig. 8c), although the number of TCG over WNP increases, the number of TCG over ENP does not show a significant difference. This result indicates that the cooler SST over IO (IOclm - CTL) impacts increasing the number of TCG over WNP. In comparison, the cooler SST over the IO region does not radically change the number of TCG over ENP.
Figure 9b is similar to 9a, but for the results of the IO experiment. This sensitivity experiment shows that the SLP in the western part of WNP becomes lower than the SLP in CTL. However, in ENP, no such differences in the SLP exist. This result is consistent with the difference in TCG and indicates that the warmer IO affects the TCG only over WNP.

Figures 10a and 10b show zonal winds at 850hPa and positions of TC genesis for the PMMclm and IOclm experiments. Figures 10c and 10d show the difference in zonal winds for these two sensitivity experiments from CTL. Diagonal line areas show where the t-test is 5 % significant. Figure 10c shows that westerly winds become stronger in the equatorial WNP from the Philippines towards the dateline (Figs. 10a and 10b) compared to CTL (Fig. 3c). Figure 10d also shows a similar magnitude of the difference in westerly winds in the equatorial WNP, but it does not impact ENP.

We consider that the increase in the number of TCG over WNP (Fig. 8) is due to the intensification of westerly winds of the monsoon trough. In addition, Figs. 11a and 11b indicate that TC genesis mainly occurs in the region of the
wind shear line between the westerly and the easterly winds over WNP.

Therefore, warmer SST over the PMM region and IO weakens the westerly winds corresponding to the monsoon trough, and as a result, TCG over WNP decreases.

Figures 11a and 11b show the average vertical wind shear of the PMMclm and IOclm experiments, and Figs. 11c and 11d show the differences in vertical wind shear between the two sensitivity experiments and CTL. Diagonal line areas show where the t-test is 5% significant. Figure 11c shows stronger shear over ENP in the PMMclm experiment. In contrast, Fig. 11d shows that the vertical shear over ENP does not have a notable change.

The decrease in the number of TCG over ENP (Fig. 8) is due to the intensification of vertical wind shear. This result indicates that warmer SST in the PMM region weakens the vertical wind shear over ENP and increases TCG, while warmer SST over the IO region has no impact on TCG over ENP.

Figures 11c and 11d also show that when the SST in the PMM region and the IO region is cooler, the vertical wind shear over WNP is stronger; this suggests that these sensitivity experiments are unfavorable for TCG over WNP.
However, as shown in Figs. 8b and 8c, the number of TCG in each sensitivity experiment is higher than that in CTL, which is inconsistent with the results shown by Figs. 11c and 11d. Therefore, we conclude that the influence of the SST in the PMM and the IO regions on TCG over WNP in 2015 can be attributed more to the westerly wind modulation represented by the monsoon trough than to the vertical wind shear modulation.

This section showed that when the SST in the PMM region and the IO region is warmer under strong 2015 El Niño, the westerly winds over WNP are weaker, reducing the number of TCG over WNP. When vertical wind shear over ENP is weaker, the number of TCG over ENP increases. Our results are similar to those reported in the previous studies (i.e., Zhan et al. 2011; Ha et al. 2015; Murakami et al. 2017) concerning the influence of the IO warming on TCG over WNP and the effect of the PPMM on TCG over ENP. However, our results differ from those shown in the previous studies regarding the influence of PPMM on TCG over WNP (Zhang et al. 2016; Zhan et al. 2017; Hong et al. 2018; Wu et al. 2018; Gao et al. 2018). These indicate that positive SSTAs in the PMM region cause a
cyclonic response over WNP and that these anomalies provide favorable conditions for TCG over WNP. The relationship between the PPMM and the environmental fields of TCG over WNP will be discussed in the next section.

5. The influence of the PPMM on the environmental fields on TCG over WNP in 2015

To examine the relationship between the PPMM and the environmental fields of TCG, we conducted additional sensitivity experiments using the SSTAs shown in Figs. 1b and 1e-g. Figures 12a-c show the differences in the zonal wind field at 850hPa for the sensitivity experiments of PPMM for different reference conditions. Figure 12a shows the impact of PPMM on the condition of the SST in 2015 (Fig. 1a – 1c); Fig. 12b shows that the condition in which SST was warmer only in the El Niño region (Fig. 1e – 1f); Fig. 12c shows that for the climatological SST condition (Fig. 1g – 1b). In particular, the difference shown in Fig. 12c follows the previous study (Zhang et al. 2016).
Figure 12a shows an anomalous cyclonic circulation over ENP and an anomalous anticyclonic circulation over WNP. The latter causes the weakening of the monsoon trough (Fig. 10c). Figure 12b also shows anomalous circulation similar to Fig. 12a over WNP and ENP. Such anomalous circulation might be explained by the presence/absence of the PPMM under the super El Niño 2015 event and the co-existence of the PPMM and super El Niño, which lead to unfavorable environmental fields for TCG over WNP. Figure 12c shows the anomalous cyclonic circulation over WNP; this is similar to the results reported in Zhang et al. (2016) and indicates that the environmental fields of TCG are favorable under the PPMM. The result of the anomalous cyclonic circulation shown in Fig. 12c is the reverse of the results shown in Figs. 12a and 12b.

Our results indicate that the circulation response over WNP to the SSTA in the PMM region depends on El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) phase. The PPMM induces the anticyclonic response over WNP during El Niño events, while it induces the cyclonic response over WNP in the absence of El Niño. This result implies that the response to the SSTAs in the PMM and El Niño regions is not
additive, which might explain the difference between our results and those from the previous studies; our research shows the role of the PPMM and El Niño on TCG over WNP while previous studies have focused on the relationship between TCG and the PPMM.

6. Summary and Conclusions

This study aimed to reveal the influence of the IO warming and the PPMM on TCG over NP during the super El Niño event in 2015. This study conducted perpetual July experiments for 30 months using NICAM. It was confirmed that CTL taking the climatological conditions of July 2015, successfully reproduced TCG and environmental fields, including the monsoon trough with zonal winds over the equatorial and sub-tropical NP.

We also investigated the impact of SSTAs in the PMM region and IO during the super El Niño event in 2015. For this purpose, we conducted the PMMclm and IOclm experiments and compared them with CTL. Both the PMMclm and IOclm experiments show lower SLP and stronger westerly winds over WNP than
CTL. This result indicates that SST warming in the two regions negatively affects TCG over WNP. In addition, the IOclm experiment shows that warming over IO is not responsible for anomalous vertical wind shear and has little influence on TCG over NP compared to CTL.

To examine the role of PPMM on TCG over WNP in 2015, we conducted additional experiments. We found that under the super El Niño condition, the difference in the presence (or absence) of the PPMM causes the environmental fields of TCG to become unfavorable (or favorable).

The present study confirmed variability in TCG caused by the internal atmospheric modes. The number of TCs shows a large variance under the same SST condition. Moreover, TC activities are not only dependent on the environmental conditions (such as SST distribution) but also are a function of variability related to fluctuations (such as intra-seasonal variability under the same environmental conditions). This effect should be considered to understand better the relationship between TC activities and SST patterns for improved seasonal forecasting.
The effects of atmosphere-ocean interactions were not considered in this study. It is known that the interactions between the atmosphere and the ocean affect TC activities. Moreover, the effect of TCs on the cooling of SST through oceanic upwelling is significant. For example, Schade and Emanuel (1999) studied the differences in TC development using atmospheric and coupled atmosphere-ocean models. They showed that based on the atmospheric model, the pressure of the typhoon was approximately 30 hPa higher when compared to the coupled atmosphere-ocean model. Moreover, Lin et al. (2008) showed that local subsurface ocean warming induces strong typhoons. To consider the interactions between the large-scale atmospheric circulation and the SST distribution at the seasonal scale, we will incorporate a high-resolution coupled atmosphere-ocean model in the future (e.g., Miyakawa et al. 2017) to analyze the relationship between atmosphere-ocean interaction and TCs.
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Fig. 1  SST [K] distributions of (a) the 2015 experiment, (b) the Allclm experiment, (c) the PMMclm experiment, (d) the INDclm experiment, (e) the PMM/EI Niño2015 experiment, (f) the El Niño2015 experiment and (g) the PMM2015 experiment. Only SSTs in the region [30°E–85°W, 60°S–60°N] are shown. The contours denote the values of SST in July 2015, and the shades are the differences between experiments and the climate value (1982–2011, July average). Bold lines show that SST is 300 K. Solid lines of the low latitude side are drawn every 1 K, while solid lines of the high latitude side are drawn every 3 K.

Fig. 2  Time series (moving average of anteroposterior two weeks) of the domain mean surface temperature for 46 months in CTL (the experiment under the July 2015 condition). The black line denotes temperature over the Eurasian continent [60–120°E, 50–60°N], and the blue line denotes temperature over the Indochinese Peninsula [98–106°E, 14–24°N].
Fig. 3  Average SLPs [hPa] over the 30 months of (a) CTL. (b) Same as (a) but for the SLP [hPa] of JRA-55 for JAS 2015. The contours in Figs. 3a and 3b denote SLP [hPa]. The shade denotes the difference between the simulation or JRA-55 and the climatology. Average zonal wind [m s^{-1}] at 850 hPa for the 30 months for (c) CTL. (d) Same as (c), but for the zonal wind of the JRA-55 data; JAS. Bold contours in (a) and (b) show that SLP is 1020 K. Thin Solid courves are drawn every 5 hPa.

Fig. 4  Distribution of TC genesis in CTL. Black triangles denote the positions of TCG per the experiment, and red triangles denote the observed TCG points analyzed by the IBTrACS in July 2015.

Fig. 5  Box and whisker plots of the number of TCs. From left to right; NP, WNP, and ENP in CTL. The orange circles are the average values, and the red circles are the observed number of TCG points in July 2015.
Fig. 6  Time–longitude diagram of the average zonal winds [m s$^{-1}$] (average from 0°N to 5°N) at 850 hPa over the 30 months of CTL. The black triangles are the positions of TC genesis from 5°N to 15°N in the experiment.

Fig. 7  Average vertical wind shear [m s$^{-1}$] for the 30 months for (a) CTL. (b) Same as (a), but for 2015JAS of JRA-55.

Fig. 8  Distribution of the number of TC genesis in (a) CTL. (b) Difference between the PMMclm and CTL experiments: PMMclm – CTL. (c) Difference between the IOclm and CTL experiments: IOclm – CTL. The number of TC-genesis is counted in boxes of 5 degrees square.

Fig. 9  (a) Average SLP [hPa] for the 30 months for the PMMclm experiment and difference between the PMMclm and CTL experiments: PMMclm – CTL. (b)
Same as (a), but for the IOclm experiment. The areas with diagonal lines show where the t-test is 5% significant.

Fig. 10  Average zonal winds [m s$^{-1}$] at 850 hPa for the 30 months for (a) the PMMclm experiment and (b) the IOclm experiment. (c) Difference between the PMMclm and CTL experiments: PMMclm – CTL. (d) Difference between the IOclm and CTL experiments: IOclm – CTL. The black triangles are the positions of TC genesis in Fig. 10a and 10b. The areas within diagonal lines show where the t-test is 5% significant.

Fig. 11  Average vertical wind shear [m s$^{-1}$] for the 30 months for the (a) PMMclm experiment and (b) IOclm experiment. (c) Difference between the PMMclm and CTL experiments: PMMclm – CTL. (d) Difference between the IOclm and CTL experiments: IOclm – CTL. The areas with diagonal lines show where the t-test is 5% significant.
Fig. 12  Differences of the wind vector (vector) [m s\(^{-1}\)] at 850 hPa and SST anomaly (shade) [K] (a) between the CTL and PMMclm experiments (CTL – PMMclm), (b) between the PMM/El Niño2015 and El Niño2015 experiments (PMM/El Niño2015 – Elño2015) and (c) between the PMM2015 and Allclm experiments (PMM2015 – Allclm). The contour shows (a) SST [K] in the PMMclm experiment, (b) SST in the El Niño2015 experiment and (c) SST [K] in the Allclm experiment.
Table 1: A list of experiments and SST conditions. Circles mean using SST of July 2015 and cross mark mean using SST of the climatology.
Fig. 1  SST [K] distributions of (a) the 2015 experiment, (b) the Allclm experiment, (c) the PMMclm experiment, (d) the INDclm experiment, (e) the PMM/El Niño2015 experiment, (f) the El Niño2015 experiment and (g) the PMM2015 experiment.
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Fig. 7  Average vertical wind shear [m s$^{-1}$] for the 30 months for (a) CTL. (b) Same as (a), but for 2015JAS of JRA-55.
Fig. 8  Distribution of the number of TC genesis in (a) CTL. (b) Difference between the PMMclm and CTL experiments: PMMclm – CTL. (c) Difference between the IOclm and CTL experiments: IOclm – CTL. The number of TC-genesis is counted in boxes of 5 degrees square.
Fig. 9  (a) Average SLP [hPa] for the 30 months for the PMMclm experiment and difference between the PMMclm and CTL experiments: PMMclm – CTL. (b) Same as (a), but for the IOclm experiment. The areas with diagonal lines show where the t-test is 5% significant.
Fig. 10  Average zonal winds [m s$^{-1}$] at 850 hPa for the 30 months for (a) the PMMclm experiment and (b) the IOclm experiment. (c) Difference between the PMMclm and CTL experiments: PMMclm – CTL. (d) Difference between the IOclm and CTL experiments: IOclm – CTL. The black triangles are the positions of TC genesis in Fig. 10a and 10b. The areas within diagonal lines show where the t-test is 5% significant.
Fig. 11  Average vertical wind shear [m s⁻¹] for the 30 months for the (a) PMMclm experiment and (b) IOclm experiment. (c) Difference between the PMMclm and CTL experiments: PMMclm – CTL. (d) Difference between the IOclm and CTL experiments: IOclm – CTL. The areas with diagonal lines show where the t-test is 5 % significant.
Fig. 12  Differences of the wind vector (vector) [m s$^{-1}$] at 850 hPa and SST anomaly (shade) [K] (a) between the CTL and PMMcIm experiments (CTL – PMMcIm), (b) between the PMM/El Niño2015 and El Niño2015 experiments (PMM/El Niño2015 – Elño2015) and (c) between the PMM2015 and Allclm experiments (PMM2015 – Allclm). The contour shows (a) SST [K] in the PMMcIm experiment, (b) SST in the El Niño2015 experiment and (c) SST [K] in the Allclm experiment.
Table 1: It is a table that arranges whether each experiment is used in the value of 2015 or the climate value in each SST region. Circles mean using SST of 2015 and cross mark mean using SST of climate value.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>El Niño region</th>
<th>PMM region</th>
<th>IO region</th>
<th>Other region</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allcim</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMMclim</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INDclim</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>El Niño + PMM real</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>El Niño real</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMM real</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>